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SOME COMPUTATIONS ABOUT KAZHDAN-LUSZTIG CELLS
IN AFFINE WEYL GROUPS OF RANK 2
JÉRÉMIE GUILHOT
Abstrat. In the last setion of the paper Generalized indution of Kazhdan-
Lusztig ells and in Kazhdan-Lusztig ells in ane Weyl groups of rank 2
the author desribed the partition into Kazhdan-Lusztig ells of the ane Weyl
groups of rank 2 for all hoies of parameters. The proof of these results relies
on some expliit omputation with GAP [4℄. In these notes we give some detail
of these omputations.
1. Introdution
These notes are organized as follows:
• in Setion 2, we give some details in the omputations involved in the last
setion of [2, 6℄;
• in Setion 3, we give some details in the omputations involved in the proof
of [3, Theorem 5.1℄ for the ane Weyl group of type G˜2. We also give the
left order on the left ells for all hoies of parameters.
• in Setion 4, we desribe the partition of the ane Weyl group of type B˜2
into ells for all parameters.
• in Setion 5, we give some details in the omputations involved in the proof
of [3, Theorem 5.3℄ for the ane Weyl group of type B˜2. We also give the
left order on the left ells for all hoies of parameters.
2. Computations in [2, 6℄
Let W be the ane Weyl group of type G˜2 with diagram and weight funtion
given by
G˜2 ✐ ✐ ✐
a b b
s1 s2 s3
where a, b are positive integers suh that a/b > 4. In this setion we go through
the proof of Lemma 6.4, Claim 6.6 and Claim 6.8 in [2℄ and give some details in
the omputations involved.


































Figure 1. Deomposition of G˜2 into left ells in the ase a > 4b
2.1. The sets Ci.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, let
(1) ui ∈ Ci be the element of minimal length in Ci;
(2) vi ∈ Ai be the element of minimal length in Ai;
(3) v′i ∈ A
′
i be the element of minimal length in A
′
i.
We set U := {ui, vi, v
′
i | 1 ≤ i ≤ 6}, Xvi = Xv′i = X{s1,s2} and
Xui = {z ∈W | zui ∈ Ci}.
In this setion we prove the following.
(1) The submodule
M := 〈TxCu | u ∈ U, x ∈ Xu〉A ⊆ H
is a left ideal.
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(2) Let u ∈ U , u′ < u and x ∈ Xu. We have
Pu′,uTxCu ≡ Txu mod H<0
First we prove (1). To this end we only need to show that Ts2Cui and Ts2s1s2s1s2s3Cui
lie in M for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 6. We have
Ts2Cui = Cvi − v
−bCui for i = 1, 2, 3, 6
and
Ts2Cu4 = Cv4 − v
−bCu4 + Cv2
Ts2Cu5 = Cv5 − v
−bCu5 + Cv1 .
Thus Ts2Cui ∈ M.
For i = 1, 2, 3, 6 we have
T3Cui = C3ui +ACui
T23Cui = C23ui +AC3ui +ACui +ACvi
T123Cui = C123ui +AC23ui +AC3ui +ACui +ACvi
T2123Cui = C2123ui +AC123ui +AC3ui +ACui
T12123Cui = C12123ui +AC2123ui +AC123ui +ACui
T212123Cui = Cv′i +AC12123ui +AC123ui +ACui +ACvi
thus
C3ui , C23ui , C123ui , C2123ui , C12123ui ∈ M.
Sine Cv′i , Cui , Cvi ∈ M we see that T212123Cui ∈ M as required.
We have
T3Cu4 = C3u4 +ACu4
T23Cu4 = C23u4 +AC3u4 +ACu4 +ACv4 +ACv2
T123Cu4 = C123u4 +AC23u4 +AC3u4 +ACu4 +ACv4 +ACv2
T2123Cu4 = C2123u4 +AC123u4 +AC3u4 +ACu4
T12123Cu4 = C12123u4 +AC2123u4 +AC123u4 +ACu4
T212123Cu4 = Cv′i +AC12123u4 +AC123u4 +ACu4 +ACv4 +ACv2
thus
C3ui , C23ui , C123ui , C2123ui , C12123ui ∈ M.
Sine Cv′i , Cui , Cvi ∈ M we see that T212123Cu4 ∈ M as required.
We have
T3Cu5 = C3u5 +ACu5
T23Cu5 = C23u5 +AC3u5 +ACu5 +ACv5 +ACv1
T123Cu5 = C123u5 +AC23u5 +AC3u5 +ACu5 +ACv5 +ACv1
T2123Cu5 = C2123u5 +AC123u5 +AC3u5 +ACu5
T12123Cu5 = C12123u5 +AC2123u5 +AC123u5 +ACu5
T212123Cu5 = Cv′i +AC12123u5 +AC123u5 +ACu5 +ACv5 +ACv1
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thus
C3ui , C23ui , C123ui , C2123ui , C12123ui ∈ M.
Sine Cv′i , Cui , Cvi ∈ M we see that T212123Cu5 ∈ M as required.
Statement (1) follows.
Before proving (2), we need to introdue some denitions. For w ∈W we set
Y (w) = {y ∈W |ℓ(wy−1) = ℓ(w)− ℓ(y)}.
We have y ∈ Y (w) if and only if there exists a redued expression s1 . . . sn of w
and 1 ≤ i ≤ n suh that y = si . . . sn. Reall the denition of translation in [1,
Denition 4.1℄.
Claim 2.1. Let w ∈ W be a translation. Let z ∈ W . The following statements
are equivalent
(1) ℓ(wz) = ℓ(w) + ℓ(z);
(2) ℓ(xz) = ℓ(x) + ℓ(z) for all x ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N}.
Proof. The fat that (2) implies (1) is lear sine w ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N}.
Assume that (1) holds. Then using [1, Lemma 4.2℄ in its right version we get
ℓ(wz) = ℓ(w) + ℓ(z)⇔ ℓ(wnz) = ℓ(wn) + ℓ(z).




ℓ(wz) = ℓ(w) + ℓ(z)⇒ ℓ(wn+1z) = ℓ(wn+1) + ℓ(z)⇒ ℓ(ywnz) = ℓ(ywn) + ℓ(z)
as required. 
We now prove (2). Let w = s1s2s1s2s3s1s2s1s2s3. Note that w is a translation.
We have
Xui = {yw
n|y ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N}.
Let u < ui. Using GAP one an show that for all y ∈ Y (w) we have
Pu,uiTyCu ≡ Tyu mod H<0.
Next, one an show that




where az ∈ A<0 and if az 6= 0 then z satisfy ℓ(wz) = ℓ(w) + ℓ(z). Now let
x = ywn ∈ Xui (where y ∈ Y (w) and n ∈ N
∗











≡ Txu mod H<0
and statement (2) follows.
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2.2. Proof of Claim 6.6.









Xu := {z ∈W |zu ∈ B1}
Xui = {z ∈W | zui ∈ Ci},
Xvi = Xv′i = X{s1,s2} for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6.
Let U := {u, u1, v1, v
′
1, u2, v2, v
′
2, v3}. In this setion we prove the following.
(1) The submodule
M := 〈TxCv | v ∈ U, x ∈ Xu〉A ⊆ H
is a left ideal.
(2) Let u′ < u and x ∈ Xu. We have
Pu′,uTxCu ≡ Txu mod H<0
We prove (1). To this end it is enough to show that T1212Cu ∈ M and T1212132Cu
lie in M. We have
T2Cu = C2u +ACu
T12Cu = C12u +AC2u +ACu
T212Cu = C212u +AC12u +ACu




T2Cu = C2u +ACu
T32Cu = C32u +AC2u
T132Cu = C132u +AC32u +AC12u +AC2u +ACu
T2132Cu = C2132u +AC212u +AC132u +AC32u +AC12u +AC2u +ACu
T12132Cu = C12132u +AC2132u +AC212u +AC32u +AC12u +AC2u
+ACu +ACu1 +ACv1 +ACu2
T212132Cu = C212132u +AC12132u +AC2132u +AC212u +AC32u
+AC12u +AC2u +ACu +ACu1 +ACv2 +ACu2
T1212132Cu = Cv′
1
+AC212132u +AC2132u +AC212u +AC32u +AC2u
+ACv1 +ACv2 +ACv3
Thus T1212132Cu ∈ M as desired.
We prove (2). Let w1 = s1s2s3s2s1s2 and w2 = s2s3s2s1s2s1. These are both
translations. Any x ∈ Xu an be written under the form yw
n
1 with y ∈ Y (w1) or
ywn2 s3s2 with y ∈ Y (w2). One an show that for all y1 ∈ Y (w1) and all y2 ∈ Y (w2)
we have
Pu,uiTy1Cu ≡ Ty1u mod H<0 and Pu,uiTy2s3s2Cu ≡ Ty2s3s2u mod H<0
Furthermore, we have




where az ∈ A<0 and if az 6= 0 then z satisfy ℓ(w1z) = ℓ(w1) + ℓ(z). We have




where a′z ∈ A<0 and if a
′
z 6= 0 then z satisfy ℓ(w2z) = ℓ(w2) + ℓ(z). Arguing as in
the previous setion we obtain that (2) holds.
2.3. Proof of Claim 6.8.
Reall that v = s1s3s2s1s2s3 and
Xv := {z ∈W |zv ∈ B3} Yv := {x ∈ Xv|ℓ(xs2s1s2) = ℓ(x)− 3}.
Let U = {v, u4, v4, v
′
4, v3, v2, v5}. In this setion we prove the following.
(1) The submodule
M := 〈TxCu | u ∈ U, x ∈ Xu〉A ⊆ H
is a left ideal.
(2) Let x ∈ Xv − Yv. Then we have
TxCv ≡ Txv mod H<0
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(3) Let y ∈ Yv and y0 = s2s1s2. We have
C˜yv ≡ Tyv + Ty0v3 mod H<0
We prove (1). To this end it is enough to show that T1212Cu ∈ M and T1212132Cu
lie in M. We have
T2Cv = C2v +ACv
T12Cv = C12v +AC2v +ACv
T212Cv = C212v +AC12v +ACv +ACv3
T1212Cv = Cu4 +AC212v +AC12v +ACv3
Thus T1212Cv ∈ M. We have
T2Cv = C2v +ACv
T32Cv = C32v +AC2v
T132Cv = C132v +AC32v +AC12v +AC2v +ACv
T2132Cv = C2132v +AC212v +AC132v +AC32v +AC12v +AC2v +ACv +ACv3
T12132Cv = C12132v +AC2132v +AC212v +AC32v +AC12v +AC2v
+ACv +ACu4 +ACv3
T212132Cv = C212132v +AC12132v +AC2132v +AC212v +AC32v
+AC12v +AC2v +ACv +ACu4 +ACv4 +ACv3 +ACv2
T1212132Cv = T212123Cv3 +AC212132v +AC2132 +AC212v +AC32v +AC2v
+ACv5 +ACv4 +ACv3 +ACv2
Thus T1212132Cu ∈ M as desired.
We prove (2) and (3). Let w1 = s1s2s3s2s1s2 and w2 = s2s3s2s1s2s1. These are





(where y1 ∈ Y (w1) and y2 ∈ Y (w2)). Now we have
Ts2Cv ≡ Ts2v mod H<0
Ts1s2Cv ≡ Ts1s2v mod H<0
Ts2s1s2Cv ≡ Ts2s1s2v + Tv3 mod H<0
Ts3s2s1s2Cv ≡ Ts3s2s1s2v + Ts3v3 mod H<0
Ts2s3s2s1s2Cv ≡ Ts2s3s2s1s2v + Ts2s3v3 mod H<0
Tw1Cv ≡ Tw1v + Ts1s2s3v3 mod H<0
and if Tz appears with a non zero oeient in the expression of Tw1Cv in the
standard basis then ℓ(w1z) = ℓ(w1) + ℓ(z). Therefore for all y1 ∈ Y (w1) and
n ≥ 1 we have









Ts2Cv ≡ Ts2v mod H<0
Ts3s2Cv ≡ Ts3s2v mod H<0
Ts1s3s2Cv ≡ Ts1s3s2v mod H<0
Ts2s1s3s2Cv ≡ Ts2s1s3s2v mod H<0
Ts1s2s1s3s2Cv ≡ Ts1s2s1s3s2v mod H<0
Ts2s1s2s1s3s2Cv ≡ Ts2s1s2s1s3s2v mod H<0
Ts3s2s1s2s1s3s2Cv ≡ Ts3s2s1s2s1s3s2v mod H<0
Tw2s3s2Cv ≡ Tw2v + Ts3s2s1s2s3v3 mod H<0
and if Tz appears with a non zero oeient in the expression of Tw2s3s2Cv in the
standard basis then ℓ(w2z) = ℓ(w2)+ℓ(z). Therefore for all y2 ∈ Y (w2) and n ≥ 1
we have







Let y ∈ Yv and let y0 = ys2s1s2. Using the previous equalities, we obtain that
TyCv ≡ Tyv + Ty0v3 mod H<0.
and for x ∈ Xv − Yv we have
TyCv ≡ Tyv mod H<0.
Finally using the fat that p∗xu,yv ∈ A<0 we get













= TyCv mod H<0
= Tyv + Ty0v3 mod H<0
as required.
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3. Proof of [3, Theorem 5.1℄ for G˜2
We keep the notation of [3℄.





where a, b are positive integers. The partition of W into ells only depends on the
ratio r = a/b. The aim of this setion is to give some details in the omputation
involved in [3, Theorem 5.1℄. Reall that in [3℄ we showed that the partition of W
given in [3, Conjeture 3.3℄ is onstant whether
• r > 2
• r = 2
• 2 > r > 3/2
• r = 3/2
• 3/2 > r > 1
• r = 1
• r < 1
Fix r > 0. Let c˜0, . . . , c˜n the sets obtained using the algorithm presented in [3,
3℄. Then we denote by
• c˜ji the left-onneted omponents lying in c˜i;
• uji the element of minimal length lying in c˜
j
i ;
• U the set whih onsists of all the uji .





:= {w ∈W |wuji ∈ c˜
j
i}.
For eah value of r we give
(1) the Hasse diagram of the pre-order  on U , whih is also the left order on
the left ells;










Remark 3.1. When TxCu ≡ Txu mod H<0 we do not put it in the table.
For w ∈W we set
Y (w) = {y ∈W |ℓ(wy−1) = ℓ(w)− ℓ(y)}.
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• Case r > 2.
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In the following Hasse diagram, the blak edges hold for all r > 2, the green


































































Figure 3. Order  on U
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Let w = s1s2s1s2s3s1s2s1s2s3, w1 = s1s2s3s2s1s2 and w2 = s2s3s2s1s2s1. In
the following table we have
y1 ∈ {yw
n
1 |y ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N} and y2 ∈ {yw
n
2 |y ∈ Y (w2)}
y ∈ {ywn|y ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N}
Table 1. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u41 s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+3bCu6
0
u41 s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+3bTs3Cu6
0
u41 s2s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+3bTs2s3Cu6
0
u41 s1s2s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+3bTs1s2s3Cu6
0
u41 s2s1s2s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+3bTs2s1s2s3Cu6
0
u41 yw Txu + v
−a+3bTyCu6
0
u61 s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+3bCu1
0
u61 s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+3bTs3Cu1
0
u61 s2s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+3bTs2s3Cu1
0
u61 s1s2s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+3bTs1s2s3Cu1
0
u61 s2s1s2s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+3bTs2s1s2s3Cu1
0
u61 yw Txu + v
−a+3bTyCu1
0
u32 s2s1s2 Txu + Cu6
0
u32 s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts3Cu6
0
u32 s2s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts2s3Cu6
0
u32 y1w1 Txu + Ty1s1s2s3Cu6
0
u32 y2w2s3s2 Txu + Ty2s3s2s1s2s3Cu6
0
u62 s2s1s2 Txu + Cu1
0
u62 s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts3Cu1
0
u62 s2s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts2s3Cu1
0
u62 y1w1 Txu + Ty1s1s2s3Cu1
0
u62 y2w2s3s2 Txu + Ty2s3s2s1s2s3Cu1
0
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• Case r = 2



























































































































































Figure 5. Order  on U
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Let w = s1s2s1s2s3s1s2s1s2s3, w1 = s1s2s3s2s1s2 and w2 = s2s3s2s1s2s1. In
the following table we have
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N}
y1 ∈ {yw
n
1 |y ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N} and y2 ∈ {yw
n
2 |y ∈ Y (w2)}
Table 2. Condition I5 for r = 2
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u21 ys1s2s1s2s3 Txu + TyCu1
0


























u61 s2s1s2s1 Txu + vCu1
0
u61 s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + vTs3Cu1
0
u61 s2s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + vTs2s3Cu1
0
u61 s1s2s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + vTs1s2s3Cu1
0
u61 s2s1s2s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + vTs2s1s2s3Cu1
0




u32 s2s1s2 Txu + Cu6
0
u32 s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts3Cu6
0
u32 s2s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts2s3Cu6
0
u32 y1w1 Txu + Ty1s1s2s3Cu6
0
u32 y2w2s3s2 Txu + Ty2s3s2s1s2s3Cu6
0
u62 s2s1s2 Txu + Cu1
0
u62 s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts3Cu1
0
u62 s2s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts2s3Cu1
0
u62 y1w1 Txu + Ty1s1s2s3Cu1
0
u62 y2w2s3s2 Txu + Ty2s3s2s1s2s3Cu1
0
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• Case 3/2 < r < 2



















































































































































































Figure 7. Order  on U
Let w = s1s2s1s2s3s1s2s1s2s3 and w1 = s2s3s2s1s2s1. In the following table we
have
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N} and y1 ∈ {yw
n
1 |y ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u21 ys1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+2bTyCu1
0
































u61 s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
−a+3bCu1
0
u61 s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+3bTs3Cu1
0
u61 s2s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+3bTs2s3Cu1
0
u61 s1s2s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+3bTs1s2s3Cu1
0
u61 s2s1s2s3s1s2s1s2s3 Txu + v
−a+3bTs2s1s2s3Cu1
0





u12 s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
a−bCu1
0
u12 s3s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
a−bTs2Cu1
0
u12 y1w1 Txu + v
a−bTy1s2s3Cu1
0
u12 y1w1s3s2s1 Txu + v
a−bTy1s3s2s1s2s3Cu1
0
u32 s1s2s1 Txu − v
a−bCu6
0
u32 s2s1s2s1 Txu − v
aCu6
0
u32 s3s2s1s2s1 Txu − v
aCs3u60





u32 s3s2s1 Txu − v
a−bTs2s3Cu6
0






























u62 s1s2s1 Txu + v
a+bCu1
0
u62 s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
aCu1
0
u62 s3s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
aCs3u10





u62 s3s2s1 Txu + v
a+bTs2s3Cu1
0






























u33 s2s1s2 Txu + Cu6
0
u33 s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts3Cu6
0
u53 s2s1s2 Txu + Cu1
0
u53 s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts3Cu1
0
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Table 3. Condition I5 3/2 < r < 2
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• Case r = 3/2

























































































































































Figure 9. Order  on U
Let w = s1s3s2s1s2s1s3s2s1s2, and w1 = s2s3s2s1s2s1. In the following table
we have
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N} and y1 ∈ {yw
n
1 |y ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}
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Table 4. Condition I5 for r = 3/2
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u11 s2s1s2s1 Txu + vCu1
0
u11 s3s2s1s2s1 Txu + vTs3Cu1
0
u11 y1w1 Txu + vTys2s3Cu1
0
u11 y1w1s3s2s1 Txu + vTys3s2s1s2s3Cu1
0
u31 s1s2s1 Txu + vCu6
0
u31 s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
3Cu6
0
u31 s3s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
3Ts3Cu6
0





u31 s3s2s1 Txu + Ts2s3Cu6
0
























u61 s1s2s1 Txu + vCu1
0
u61 s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
3Cu1
0
u61 s3s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
3Ts3Cu1
0





u61 s3s2s1 Txu + Ts2s3Cu1
0
























u22 s1s3s2s1s2 Txu + vTs3Cu1
0
u22 ys1s3s2s1s2 Txu + vTys3Cu1
0
u42 s2s1s2 Txu + Cu6
0
u42 s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts3Cu6
0
u42 s1s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
3Ts3Cu6
0
u42 ys1s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
3Tys3Cu6
0
u62 s2s1s2 Txu + Cu1
0
u62 s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts3Cu1
0
u62 s1s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
3Ts3Cu1
0

































































































Figure 10. Partition of G˜2 into ells

































































Figure 11. Order  on U
Let w = s1s3s2s1s2s1s3s2s1s2, and w1 = s2s3s2s1s2s1. In the following table
we have
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N} and y1 ∈ {yw
n
1 |y ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u11 s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
a+bCu1
0
u11 s3s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
a+bTs3Cu1
0
u11 y1w1 Txu + v
a+bTy1s2s3Cu1
0
u11 y1w1s3s2s1 Txu + v
a+bTy1s3s2s1s2s3Cu1
0
u31 s1s2s1 Txu + v
a+bCu6
0
u31 s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
aCu6
0
u31 s3s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
aTs3Cu6
0





u31 s3s2s1 Txu + Ts2s3Cu6
0
























u61 s1s2s1 Txu + v
a+bCu1
0
u61 s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
aCu1
0
u61 s3s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
aTs3Cu1
0





u61 s3s2s1 Txu + Ts2s3Cu1
0
























u12 s1s2 Txu + v
a−bCu1
0
u12 s2s1s2 Txu + v
aCu1
0
u12 s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
aTs3Cu1
0








u22 s1s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
a+bTs3Cu1
0
u22 ys1s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
a+bTys3Cu1
0
u42 s2s1s2 Txu + Cu6
0
u42 s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts3Cu6
0
u42 s1s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
aTs3Cu6
0
u42 ys1s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
aTys3Cu6
0
u62 s2s1s2 Txu + Cu1
0
u62 s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts3Cu1
0
u62 s1s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
aTs3Cu1
0




Table 5. Condition I5 for 1 < r < 3/2
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Figure 13. Order  on U
Let w = s1s3s2s1s2s1s3s2s1s2, and w1 = s2s3s2s1s2s1. In the following table
we have
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N} and y1 ∈ {yw
n
1 |y ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u11 s2s1s2s1 Txu + Cu1
0
u11 s3s2s1s2s1 Txu + Ts3Cu1
0
u11 y1w1 Txu + Ty1s2s3Cu1
0
u11 y1w1s3s2s1 Txu + Ty1s3s2s1s2s3Cu1
0
u31 s1s2s1 Txu + Cu6
0
u31 s2s1s2s1 Txu + vCu6
0
u31 s3s2s1s2s1 Txu + vTs3Cu6
0




u31 s3s2s1 Txu + Ts2s3Cu6
0
























u61 s1s2s1 Txu + Cu1
0
u61 s2s1s2s1 Txu + vCu1
0
u61 s3s2s1s2s1 Txu + vTs3Cu1
0




u61 s3s2s1 Txu + Ts2s3Cu1
0
























u12 s1s2 Txu + Cu1
0
u12 s2s1s2 Txu + vCu1
0
u12 s3s2s1s2 Txu + vTs3Cu1
0
u12 s1s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
2Ts3Cu1
0
u12 ys1s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
2Tys3Cu1
0
u22 ys1s3s2s1s2 Txu + Tys3Cu1
0
u42 s2s1s2 Txu + Cu6
0
u42 s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts3Cu6
0
u42 s1s3s2s1s2 Txu + vTs3Cu6
0
u42 ys1s3s2s1s2 Txu + vTys3Cu6
0
u62 s2s1s2 Txu + Cu1
0
u62 s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts3Cu1
0
u62 s1s3s2s1s2 Txu + vTs3Cu1
0
u62 ys1s3s2s1s2 Txu + vTys3Cu1
0
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Table 6. Condition I5 for r = 1
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Figure 14. Partition of G˜2 into ells
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Figure 15. Order  on U
Let w = s1s3s2s1s2s1s3s2s1s2, and w1 = s2s3s2s1s2s1. In the following table
we have
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N} and y1 ∈ {yw
n
1 |y ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}
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Table 7. Condition I5 for 0 < r < 1
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u31 s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
aCu6
0
u31 s3s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
aTs3Cu6
0





u31 s3s2s1 Txu + Ts2s3Cu6
0
u31 s1s3s2s1 Txu + Ts1s2s3Cu6
0
u31 s2s1s3s2s1 Txu + Ts2s1s2s3Cu6
0
u31 s1s2s1s3s2s1 Txu + Ts1s2s1s2s3Cu6
0
u31 s2s1s2s1s3s2s1 Txu + Ts2s1s2s1s2s3Cu6
0
u31 s3s2s1s2s1s3s2s1 Txu + Ts3s2s1s2s1s2s3Cu6
0




u61 s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
aCu1
0
u61 s3s2s1s2s1 Txu + v
aTs3Cu1
0





u61 s3s2s1 Txu + Ts2s3Cu1
0
u61 s1s3s2s1 Txu + Ts1s2s3Cu1
0
u61 s2s1s3s2s1 Txu + Ts2s1s2s3Cu1
0
u61 s1s2s1s3s2s1 Txu + Ts1s2s1s2s3Cu1
0
u61 s2s1s2s1s3s2s1 Txu + Ts2s1s2s1s2s3Cu1
0
u61 s3s2s1s2s1s3s2s1 Txu + Ts3s2s1s2s1s2s3Cu1
0




u42 s2s1s2 Txu + Cu6
0
u42 s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts3Cu6
0
u42 s1s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
aTs3Cu6
0
u42 ys1s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
aTys3Cu6
0
u62 s2s1s2 Txu + Cu1
0
u62 s3s2s1s2 Txu + Ts3Cu1
0
u62 s1s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
aTs3Cu1
0
u62 ys1s3s2s1s2 Txu + v
aTys3Cu1
0
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4. Partition of the affine Weyl group B˜2 into ells





where a, b, c are positive integers. The partition of W into ells only depend on
the ratios r1 = a/b and r2 = c/b. Note that by symmetry of diagram we may
assume that a ≥ c, that is r1 ≥ r2. We dene the following open subsets of R
2
:














Remark 4.1. Let V be an Eulidean spae of dimension 3 with standard basis
v1, v2, v3 orresponding respetively to the onjugay lasses {s1}, {s2} and {s3}
in S. In [3℄ we laimed that the essential hyperplanes of W were
H(1,0,0),H(0,1,0),H(0,0,1),H(ǫ,ǫ,0),H(0,ǫ,ǫ),H(ǫ,0,ǫ),H(ǫ,ǫ,ǫ),H(ǫ,2ǫ,ǫ)
where ǫ = ±1. The piture above is just the projetion of this hyperplane arrange-
ment on the hyperplane y = 1.
r1 = r2, r2 > 1
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4.1. Partitions of W . We desribe the partitions PLR,C and PC of C and the or-
responding partition of W aording to [3, Conjeture 3.3℄. We keep the notation
of [3, 5℄.
• Case r1 = r2, r2 > 1
Table 8. Partition PLR,C and values of the a-funtion
b8 = {e} 0
b7 = {s2} b
b6 = {s1, s1s2, s2s1, s2s1s2} a
b5 = {s3, s3s2, s2s3, s2s3s2} a
b4 = {s3s2s3} 2a− b
b3 = {s1s2s1} 2a− b
b2 = {s1s3} 2a
b1 = {w2,3} 2a+ 2b
b0 = {w1,2} 2a+ 2b
Table 9. Partition PC
r2 > 1 b0 ∪ b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 ∪ b6 b7 b8
r1 − r2 − 2 = 0(r1, r2) ∈ C3
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• Case r1 > 1 and r2 > 1
Table 10. Partition PLR,C and values of the a-funtion
b8 = {e} 0
b7 = {s2} b
b6 = {s3, s2s3, s3s2, s2s3s2} c
b5 = {s3s2s3} 2c− b
b4 = {s2s3s2s3} 2b+ 2c
b3 = {s1, s2s1, s1s2, s2s1s2} a
b2 = {s1s3} a+ c
b1 = {s1s2s1} 2a− b
b0 = {w1,2} 2a+ 2b
Table 11. Partition PC
(r1, r2) ∈ C3 b0 b1 b2 b3 ↔ b4 b5 b6 b7 b8
r1 − r2 − 2 = 0 b0 b1 b2 ∪ b4 b3 b5 b6 b7 b8
(r1, r2) ∈ C2 b0 b1 ↔ b4 b2 b3 b5 b6 b7 b8
r1 − r2 − 1 = 0 b0 b4 b1 ∪ b2 b3 b5 b6 b7 b8
(r1, r2) ∈ C1 b0 b4 b2 b1 b3 b5 b6 b7 b8
(r1, r2) ∈ C1
r1 − r2 − 1 = 0(r1, r2) ∈ C2
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• Case r1 > 1 and r2 = 1
Table 12. Partition PLR,C and values of the a-funtion
b6 = {e} 0
b5 = {s2, s3, s3s2, s2s3, s3s2s3, s2s3s2} b
b4 = {s2s3s2s3} 4b
b3 = {s1, s2s1, s1s2, s2s1s2} a
b2 = {s1s3} a+ b
b1 = {s1s2s1} 2a− b
b0 = {w1,2} 2a+ 2b
2 > r1 > 1
r1 = 23 > r1 > 2
r1 = 3r1 > 3
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Table 13. Partition PC
r1 > 3 b0 b1 b2 b3 ↔ b4 b5 b6
r1 = 3 b0 b1 b2 ∪ b4 b3 b5 b6
3 > r1 > 2 b0 b1 ↔ b4 b2 b3 b5 b6
r1 = 2 b0 b4 b1 ∪ b2 b3 b5 b6
2 > r1 > 1 b0 b4 b2 b1 b3 b5 b6
r1 − r2 − 2 = 0(r1, r2) ∈ A1
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• Case r1 > 1, r2 < 1
Table 14. Partition PLR,C and values of the a-funtion
b8 = {e} 0
b7 = {s3} c
b6 = {s2, s3s2, s2s3, s3s2s3} b
b5 = {s2s3s2} 2b− c
b4 = {s2s3s2s3} 2b+ 2c
b3 = {s1, s2s1, s1s2, s2s1s2} a
b2 = {s1s3} a+ c
b1 = {s1s2s1} 2a− b
b0 = {w1,2} 2a+ 2b
Table 15. Partition PC
(r1, r2) ∈ A1 b0 b1 b2 b3 ↔ b4 b5 b6 b7 b8
r1 − r2 − 2 = 0 b0 b1 b2 ∪ b4 b3 b5 b6 b7 b8
(r1, r2) ∈ A2 b0 b1 b4 b2 b3 b5 b6 b7 b8
r1 + r2 − 2 = 0, r1 − r2 > 1 b0 b1 b4 b2 b3 ∪ b5 b6 b7 b8
(r1, r2) ∈ A3 b0 b1 ↔ b4 b2 b5 b3 b6 b7 b8
r1 − r2 − 1 = 0, r1 + r2 < 2 b0 b4 b1 ∪ b2 b5 b3 b6 b7 b8
(r1, r2) ∈ A4 b0 b4 b2 b1 b5 b3 b6 b7 b8
r1 + r2 − 2 = 0, r1 − r2 < 1 b0 b4 b2 b1 b5 ∪ b3 b6 b7 b8
(r1, r2) ∈ A5 b0 b4 b2 b1 b3 b5 b6 b7 b8
r1 − r2 − 1 = 0, r1 + r2 > 2 b0 b4 b1 ∪ b2 b3 b5 b6 b7 b8
(r1, r2) = (3/2, 1/2) b0 b4 b1 ∪ b2 b3 ∪ b5 b6 b7 b8
r1 − r2 − 1 = 0, r1 + r2 > 2(r1, r2) ∈ A5
r1 + r2 − 2 = 0, r1 − r2 < 1(r1, r2) ∈ A4
r1 + r2 − 1 = 0, r1 + r2 > 2(r1, r2) ∈ A3
r1 + r2 − 2 = 0, r1 − r2 > 1(r1, r2) ∈ A2
r1 = 1, r2 < 1
(r1, r2) = (3/2, 1/2)
• Case r1 = 1, r2 < 1
Table 16. Partition PLR,C and values of the a-funtion
b6 = {e} 0
b5 = {s3} c
b4 = {s2, s1, s1s2, s2s1, s1s2s1, s3s2, s2s3, s3s2s3, s2s1s2} a
b3 = {s1s3} a+ c
b2 = {s2s3s2} 2a− c
b1 = {w2,3} 2a+ 2c
b0 = {w1,2} 4a
Table 17. Partition PC
r1 = 1, r2 < 1 b0 b1 b2 ↔ b3 b4 b5 b6
(r1, r2) ∈ B1
r1 + r2 − 1 = 0(r1, r2) ∈ B2
• Case r1 < 1, r2 < 1
Table 18. Partition PLR,C and values of the a-funtion
b8 = {e} 0
b7 = {s3} c
b6 = {s1} a
b5 = {s1s3} a+ c
b4 = {s2, s1s2, s2s1, s1s2s1, s3s2, s2s3, s3s2s3} b
b3 = {s2s1s2} 2b− a
b2 = {s2s3s2} 2b− c
b1 = {w2,3} 2b+ 2c
b0 = {w1,2} 2a+ 2b
Table 19. Partition PC
(r1, r2) ∈ B2 b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8
r1 + r2 − 1 = 0 b0 b1 b2 b3 b4 ∪ b5 b6 b7 b8
(r1, r2) ∈ B1 b0 b1 b2 b3 ↔ b5 b4 b6 b7 b8
1/2 > r2 > 0
(r1, r2) = (1/2, 1/2)1 > r2 > 1/2
• Case r1 = r2, r2 < 1
Table 20. Partition PLR,C and values of the a-funtion
b8 = {e} 0
b7 = {s3} a
b6 = {s1} a
b5 = {s1s3} 2a
b4 = {s2, s1s2, s2s1, s1s2s1, s3s2, s2s3, s3s2s3} b
b3 = {s2s3s2} 2b− a
b2 = {s2s1s2} 2b− a
b1 = {w2,3} 2a+ 2b
b0 = {w1,2} 2a+ 2b
Table 21. Partition PC
1 > r2 > 1/2 (b0 ∪ b1) (b2 ∪ b3) b4 b5 b6 b7 b8
r2 = 1/2 (b0 ∪ b1) (b2 ∪ b3) b4 ∪ b5 b6 b7 b8
r2 < 1/2 (b0 ∪ b1) (b2 ∪ b3)
3
2↔ b5 b4 b6 b7 b8
r1 = 1 and r2 = 1
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• Case r1 = r2 = 1
Table 22. Partition PLR,C and values of the a-funtion
b4 = {e} 0
b3 = C− b0 ∪ b1 ∪ {e} a
b2 = {s1s3} 2a
b1 = {w2,3} 4a
b0 = {w1,2} 4a
Table 23. Partition PC
r2 = r1 = 1 b0 ∪ b1 b2 b3 b4
c = 0, a > 2bc = 0, b = 0, a > 0
b = 0, a = cb = 0, a > c
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4.2. asymptoti ases. We now onsider the ase where some parameters are
equal to zero.





where Z/2Z is generated by I = {s2} and A˜1×A˜1 is generated by s1, s2s3s2, s3, s2s1s2.
We know that the left (respetively two-sided) ells of W are of the form WI .C
(respetively WI .C.WI) where C is a left (respetively two-sided) ell of A˜1 × A˜1
with respet to the weight funtion L˜ dened by
L˜(s1) = L˜(s2s1s2) = a and L˜(s3) = L˜(s2s3s2) = c.
We obtain the following partition of W .
• Case c = 0. We have
W = (Z/2Z)⋉ B˜2
where (Z/2Z) is generated by s3 and B˜2 is generated by s2, s1, s3s2s3. We know
that the left (respetively two-sided) ells of W are of the form WI .C (respetively
WI .C.WI) where C is a left (respetively two-sided) ell of B˜2 with respet to the
weight funtion L˜ dened by
L˜(s1) = a and L˜(s2) = L˜(s3s2s3) = b.
We obtain the following partition of W .
c = 0, a = 0, b > 0
c = 0, a < bc = 0, a = b
c = 0, b < a < 2bc = 0, a = 2b














































Figure 17 Order  on U
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5. Proof of [3, Theorem 5.3℄ for B˜2
As for G˜2 (see Setion 3), in eah ase we give the partial order  on U (whih
is also the left order on the left ells) and a table for Condition I5. When we have
TxCu ≡ Txu we do not put it in the table. So when there is no table it means that
TxCu ≡ Txu mod H<0 for all u ∈ U and x ∈ Xu.












































































Figure 16 Partition of W
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Figure 19 Order  on U
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Figure 21 Order  on U
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Figure 23 Order  on U
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Figure 25 Order  on U
Let w = s1s3s2s1s3s2 and w1 = s1s2s3s2. In the following table
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N} and y1 ∈ {zw
n|z ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}.
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Table 24. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u12 s1s2 Txu + v
a−c Cu1
0
u12 ys1s3s2 Txu + v
a−c Tys3Cu1
0
u34 s2s3s2 Txu + v
−a+2b Cu3
1


































































































Figure 27 Order  on U
Let w = s1s3s2s1s3s2. In the following table
y ∈ {zwn|y ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N}.
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Table 25. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u12 s1s2 Txu + Cu1
0
u12 ys1s3s2 Txu + Tys3Cu1
0
u32 s3s2 Txu + Cu6
0
u32 ys1s3s2 Txu + Tys1Cu6
0
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Figure 29 Order  on U
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Figure 31 Order  on U
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Figure 33 Order  on U
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Figure 35 Order  on U
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Let w = s1s2s3s2. In the following table
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N}.
Table 26. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u33 s2s3s2 Txu + Cu3
1
u33 ys1s2s3s2 Txu + Tys1Cu3
1
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Figure 37 Order  on U
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Let w = s1s3s2s1s3s2 and w1 = s1s2s3s2. In the following table
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N} and y1 ∈ {zw
n
1 |z ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}
Table 27. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u12 s1s2 Txu + v
a−c Cu1
0
u12 ys1s3s2 Txu + v
a−c Tys3Cu1
0
u34 s2s3s2 Txu + v
−a+2c Cu3
1
u34 y1w1 Txu + v
−a+2c Tys1Cu3
1
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Figure 39 Order  on U
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Figure 41 Order  on U
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Figure 43 Order  on U
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Let w1 = s1s2s3s2. In the following table
y1 ∈ {zw
n|z ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}
Table 28. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u34 s2s3s2 Txu + v
−a+2b Cu3
2
u34 y1w1 Txu + v
−a+2b Ty1s1Cu3
2
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Figure 45 Order  on U
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Figure 47 Order  on U
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Let w = s2s3s2s1. In the following table
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N}.
Table 29. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u24 s2s1 Txu − v
cCu4
0
u24 s3s2s1 Txu − v
cTs3Cu4
0




u44 s2s1 Txu − v
cCu1
0
u44 s3s2s1 Txu − v
cTs3Cu1
0







































































































































Figure 49. Order  on U
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Let w = s2s3s2s1. In the following table
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N}.
Table 30. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u23 s2s1 Txu − v
cCu4
0
u23 s3s2s1 Txu − v
cTs3Cu4
0




u43 s2s1 Txu − v
cCu1
0
u43 s3s2s1 Txu − v
cTs3Cu1
0
























































































Figure 50 Partition of W


















































Figure 51 Order  on U
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Let w = s1s3s2s1s3s2 and w1 = s2s3s2. In the following table
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N} and y1 ∈ {zw
n|z ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}
Table 31. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u12 s1s2 Txu + v
a−cCu1
0
u12 ys1s3s2 Txu + v
a−cTys3Cu1
0
u24 s2s1 Txu − v
cCu4
0
u24 s3s2s1 Txu − v
cTs3Cu4
0




u44 s2s1 Txu − v
cCu1
0
u44 s3s2s1 Txu − v
cTs3Cu1
0















































































Figure 52 Partition of W













































Figure 53 Order  on U
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Let w = s1s3s2s1s3s2. In the following table
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N}.
Table 32. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u12 s1s2 Txu + v
a−c Cu1
0

















































































Figure 54 Partition of W














































Figure 55 Order  on U
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Let w = s1s3s2s1s3s2 and w1 = s1s2s3s2. In the following table
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N} and y1 ∈ {zw
n
1 |z ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}
Table 33. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u12 s1s2 Txu + v
a−c Cu1
0
u12 ys1s3s2 Txu + v
a−c Tys3Cu1
0
u34 s2s3s2 Txu + v
−a+2b Cu3
1



























































































































Figure 57 Order  on U
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Let w1 = s1s2s3s2. In the following table
y1 ∈ {zw
n
1 |z ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}
Table 34. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u33 s2s3s2 Txu + v
b−c Cu3
1























































































































Figure 59 Order  on U
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Figure 60 Partition of W















































Figure 61 Order  on U
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Let w = s1s3s2s1s3s2 and w1 = s2s3s2s1. In the following table
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N} and y1 ∈ {zw
n|z ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}
Table 35. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u22 s2s1 Txu − v
cCu4
0
u22 s3s2s1 Txu − v
cTs3Cu4
0




u42 s2s1 Txu − v
cCu1
0
u42 s3s2s1 Txu − v
cTs3Cu1
0




u13 s1s2 Txu + v
a−cCu1
0
u13 ys1s3s2 Txu + v
a−cTys3Cu1
0
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Figure 62 Partition of W




















































Figure 63 Order  on U
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Let w = s1s3s2s1s3s2 and w1 = s2s3s2s1. In the following table
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N} and y1 ∈ {zw
n|z ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}.
Table 36. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u22 s2s1 Txu − v
cCu4
0
u22 s3s2s1 Txu − v
cTs3Cu4
0




u42 s2s1 Txu − v
cCu1
0
u42 s3s2s1 Txu − v
cTs3Cu1
0




u13 s1s2 Txu + v
a−cCu1
0
u13 s1s3s2 Txu + v
a−cTs3Cu1
0
u13 s2s1s3s2 Txu + v
a−cTs2s3Cu1
0
u13 s3s2s1s3s2 Txu + v
a−cTs3s2s3Cu1
0
u13 s1s2s1s3s2 Txu + v
a−cTs1s2s3Cu1
0
u13 ys1s3s2s1s3s2 Txu + v
a−cTys1s3s2s3Cu1
0
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Figure 64 Partition of W














































Figure 65 Order  on U
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Let w1 = s2s3s2s1. In the following table
y1 ∈ {zw
n|z ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}.
Table 37. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u22 s2s1 Txu − v
cCu4
0
u22 s3s2s1 Txu − v
cTs3Cu4
0




u42 s2s1 Txu − v
cCu1
0
u42 s3s2s1 Txu − v
cTs3Cu1
0
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Figure 66 Partition of W















































Figure 67 Order  on U
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Let w1 = s2s3s2s1. In the following table
y1 ∈ {zw
n
1 |z ∈ Y (w1), n ∈ N}.
Table 38. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u22 s2s1 Txu − v
cCu4
0
u22 s3s2s1 Txu − v
cTs3Cu4
0




u42 s2s1 Txu − v
cCu1
0
u42 s3s2s1 Txu − v
cTs3Cu1
0
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Figure 69 Order  on U
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Let w = s1s3s2s1s3s2. In the following table
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N}.
Table 39. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u12 s1s2 Txu −+Cu1
0
u12 ys1s3s2 Txu + Tys3Cu1
0
u32 s3s2 Txu + Cu6
0
u32 ys1s3s2 Txu + Tys1Cu6
0
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Figure 71 Order  on U
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Figure 73 Order  on U
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Figure 75 Order  on U
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Let w = s1s3s2s1s3s2. In the following table
y ∈ {zwn|z ∈ Y (w), n ∈ N}.
Table 40. Condition I5
u ∈ U x ∈ Xu TxCu mod H<0
u12 s1s2 Txu + Cu1
0
u12 ys1s3s2 Txu + Tys3Cu1
0
u32 s3s2 Txu + Cu6
0
u32 ys1s3s2 Txu + Tys1Cu6
0
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